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some ode, odor 
 

Methanobacterium aarhusense is a salty stretch. A sweet scratch.  

             shale gas is a major player 

A bad egg and flatus. In fact, it is a nonmotile mesophilic, halophilic  

             world of thought   

and finical filamentous microbe that thrives best at temperatures 

       from the moment the invaders arrived…they were doomed  

of 45℃. In 2004 scientists had isolated this strain in marine samples  

                 low-hanging fruit to slow global warming 

collected from below the sediment surface in Aarhus Bay, a waterway  

do you guys have staging areas set up for emergencies like…at the golf course? 

on the Danish coast of  Jutland. They described their cultivated colonies  

        most popular story: the end is nigh 

as “circular and greyish surrounded by a whitish zone.” 

the Stars…cause the changes, seasons, and successive courses or interchanges 

They said: these cells are indecisive:  

you make images—that’s pretty solid—music, it’s liquid 

straight or crooked, lonely or coupled, filaments or clumpy.  

      there is no lasting damage to the environment in that area 

They enjoy intimacy to particles, make methane, haunt hydrogen,  

      like the water in a bathtub with an open faucet 

convert energy, share kinship with similar methanogenic archaea.  

  and a plugged drain 

In fact: novel organisms. In fact: microscopic and occultic.  

               sinks of methane 

In fact, occultic because beautiful. But ugly and modern too.  

removes unnecessary and duplicative regulatory burdens from the oil and gas industry 

Because between five and eighteen micrometers long,  

we’ve got it covered, we know what’s going on, it’s fine 

methanobacterium are liminal and leaky, but not ghost nor spirit 

                                    a carbon-climate feedback 

but bond and brine, gnome not geest, matter and materialised through  

           methane budget 
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the metaphor-making of electron microscopes and whitish zones.  

                            if something vaporizes, that’s the intellect 

But however nominal these microbe organisms are,  

            it takes a village to put things back together 

they stay sticky and silent. A small thing, in fact. Easily washed away,  

                     a medley of maladies 

and hidden underneath sediment strata; ephemeral too 

new regulations put in place…should prevent this type of incident from occurring again 

because they’re nothing like we’re something 

about the weight of a whopping 425,000 elephants  

but ready to cut skins, organs; even rotten eggs, when they quietly surface.  

             distinct fingerprint of methane from burning  

 

 

This is the narrative: maybe we’re born with it. Maybe it’s methane.  

            operations at the well pad are back to normal 

In October 2015 the residents of the upscale neighborhood Porter Ranch   

            a ping-pong game of explanations 

in San Fernando Valley inhaled bad eggs and clouds.  

                                       carbon wraps the world in a sheet 

Six miles away, the SoCal Gas-owned Aliso Canyon storage  

                I signifie…these by the new name of Blas 

facility experienced a catastrophic blowout, leaking over 97,000 tonnes 

       methane budget 

of methane into the atmosphere until workers successfully 

     methane is more like a wool blanket 

sealed the site in February 2016. Methane imaginaries are slippery:  

        wood-wide web 

8000 residents fled, leaving Porter Ranch a ghost town. Two schools shuttered,  

  mix around the world multiple times 

organs reported nosebleeds, headaches, vertigo, and  

                          chemical signature 

respiratory distress. Yes, we know such clouds, some blas, in fact.  
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Yet methane is an uncanny sink of risk on 

an unconcentrated hazard dispersed through pipelines 

landfills and in cities, on factories and in refineries, on farms and in oceans. 

the outer shell of methane molecule consists of  

After the the Mather Mine explosion, Aliso remains the worst in the country.  

  industry red tape 

After the Consolidated School of New London explosion, Aliso remains  

 Cthulhu not kin 

the worst in the country. After the Richmond, Indiana, explosion,  

should have plugged the leak sooner 

Aliso remains the worst in the county. After the Cleveland East Ohio gas explosion  

spewing gas and brine 

Aliso remains the worst in the country. Before the Belmont County, Ohio blowout,  

               fugitive emissions 

on which satellite seers shape data, mulched from metaphor,  

the gaz is blas is blast is flatus is gnome but not geest 

Aliso was the worst in the country. Also Aliso. 

It is the age of gaslitment, tender human stomachs, burping lakes  

                  gaseous modernity 

and cow plumbing. We forget such clouds and rotten eggs,  

          cosmic fear 

folding contours of space and dirt. Yet when investigators attributed  

                               silent death 

the axial rupture at Aliso to external microbial corrosions, they found something  

were undone…the tiniest creatures that God in his wisdom put upon this earth 

like we’re nothing. In Aliso’s casings, they collected a whitish zone. 

In California, they found Aarhus Bay.  
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carbon sink  
 

A tree’s list of ocean plastic:  

 

fish plaiting rayon thread  

sud currents fill viney frill  

crabs pinching pen caps  

nurdle cud  

and polyester shrimp  

oar feet 

gelatinous jelly bags  

venus flower baskets 

pink vase  

or toothpaste tubing 

sea gooseberry 

and brittle star 

braining beads with 

bottled spookfish 

cholera commas 

Japanese petronauts, who discovered bacteria burrow into pits of ocean plastic, 

gorging themselves on melted cells of polythene surfaces  

like hot barbecue briquette thrown into snow  

meal moths 

and wax moths wearing 

tattered pants made with ultrasuede 

and tar balls 

glad wrap anemone 

poems like islands without bridges or causeways 

(that is, you have to work to get there. Trust me, there’s a metronome to my magpie)  

 

also inhaled questions that are not questions: 

how to love a virus with concussive tenderness 

how to scale eroticism to two chromosomes, which colonise the soupy islands  

(we’re caught between a romance and a hard plaint) 

the islandary vs. the planetary 

capitalism: the fine art of terraforming seas 

and feeling empathy for bottle caps bursting with dead sea birds  
 

From a year of misreading the wildcats. NY: The Operating System, 2019. 
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To the Is-Land 
 

An island is a phantom or a woman  

 

sea captains and writers imagined the former 

 

(no woman is no-island)  

 

they remembered names but not locations,  

 

blanks but not their beauty, 

 

they pinpointed indices on charts  

 

wove stories laced with herbs,  

 

they wondered 

 

how solid is the ocean? 

 

What do you call the place that was but no longer haunts?  

  

their ghosts made an anthem for digital nations:  

 

Tuanaki, Terra Nova, Podesta, Thompson Island, Rupes Nigra, Sandy Island, Nimrod Islands, 

New South Greenland, Pepys Island, St. Matthew’s Island, Kantia, Crockerland, Thule, Antillia, 

Aurora Islands, Rivadeneyra Shoal, Pactolus Bank, Bacalao, Bermeja, the Island of California, 

Juan de Lisboa, Torca Island, Santanazes, Doughtery Island, Brasil, Royal Company’s Islands, 

Filippo Reef, Firsland, Groclant, Ganges Island, Sannikov Land, Ilha de Vera Cruz, Estotiland, 

Fata Morgana Land, Sarah Ann Island, Petermannland, Emerald Island, Isle of Demons, 

Washusett Reef, Ernest Legouve, Buss Island, Saint Brendan’s Island, Los Jardines, Isle of Mam, 

Maria Laxar, Tabor Island, Jupiter Reef, Nu Zild  

 
phantom islands are archives somewhere between analogue and wet 

 

see: Utopia  

see: no place  
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the green blooms will drown you, said the Island to the petronaut 

 

At 8:05 am on January 13, 2018, an employee at the Hawai‘i Emergency Management Agency 

or HEMA initiated an internal test by pressing the wrong menu option, thus sending a false alert 

to the cellphones of hundreds of residents and tourists in the area: BALLISTIC MISSILE 

THREAT INBOUND TO HAWAII. SEEK IMMEDIATE SHELTER. THIS IS NOT A 

DRILL  

 

anyone watching their television screens at the same time would have received calmer 

instructions:  

 

“If you are indoors, stay indoors. If you are outdoors, seek immediate shelter in a 

building. Remain indoors well away from windows. If you are driving, pull safely to the 

side of the road and seek shelter in a building or lay on the floor.” 

 

(but would a nuclear missile target Hawai‘i or Hawaii? What is the difference? Discuss it 

dreamily)  

 

the incident reminds us that the nuclear holocaust has already happened at sea and on the 

Susquehanna River 

 

see: the Marshall Islands  

see: Muroroa  

see: Three Mile Island  

 

like the fluid apostrophe in Hawaii, islands have always been a sacrifice zone for one empire  

or another  
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see: Island of Doctor Moreau  

see: Shutter Island  

see: Island of Lost Souls  

see: Jurassic Park  

see:     

 

that Hawaii could have been atomized is not a bug, but a feature of the imperial program  

 

after all, islands have been systematically used throughout Franco-German-Spanish-Portuguese-

Austro-New Zealand-British-American histories to quarantine the empires’ abjections: sick 

people, migrants, residential garbage, the homeless, toxic waste, nuclear tests, excess populations, 

enslaved peoples, military garrisons, the mentally ill, oil barrels, refineries, tanneries, grease-

rendering factories, wildlife documentaries, fake news  

 

see: Moana  

see: Wake Island  

see: The Island  

see: 

 

 
birds protested the intrusion of the petronaut onto their beach 

 

Here’s a story:  

 

it was research on these phantoms that eventually landed me, so to speak, on Smith and 

Windmill Islands, which once lay between Camden and Philadelphia—opposite, in fact, to the 

gondola pillars on Penn’s Landing  
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early records described these landmasses as mostly mud mounds, growing when the cities grew 

as heavy industry and sailing ships washed up silt onto their shores  

 

so to speak, a ship hull lay underneath the mounds. But how did it get there? what we know is 

that deep time is slow data, and petrotime wants fast uploads some phantoms are solid, and 

others are wet archives 

 

others leave gondolas to map the vexed sites of their being  

 

what we know is that successive tides of sediment produced an exquisite twenty-five acre island  

 

in 1838, city officials violently carved a canal down the middle to help ships navigate between 

the two ports  

 

so to speak  

 

what we know is that John Harding built a wharf on one of these islands to entice local farmers 

to bring grain to his mill  

 

what we do know is Windmill Island was large enough to accommodate a coal yard, a hotel, an 

execution site, and a lead works factory  

 

we also know that the Sanitarium Association of Philadelphia encouraged mothers and 

children to visit a small summer resort on the island so they could take refuge from the city’s 

heat  

 

we know that the children called this place Soupy Island because they were given free soup  

 

we think an island is a beginning in want of enclosure a paradise for nomads, but not for those 

in waiting  

 

no place  

so to speak  
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the tanks were later demolished,  

they left their DNA in the soil 
 

 

Here’s a story:  

 

Smith Island was a haven for the city’s poor and homeless until the merchant Jacob E. 

Ridgeway purchased the land for $55,000  

 

what we know is that he pushed out the poor and terraformed the island. He constructed a 

bowling alley and a beer garden to lure the respectable classes  

 

we imagine that he toyed with the idea of replicating Coney Island in this condensed area of 

Philadelphia 

 

the papers reported that the park was a hotbed for riff-raff and street fights 

what I imagine is that sex workers found refuge and contract, 

as a mayfly of fair, 

no place is a space between narrative and law 

paradise is a pause between abyss and desire  

 

some think it was the competition with New York City altered the Delaware River  

 

some think that these islands impeded the development of the waterfront in Camden and 

Philadelphia 

 

what we do know is that dredging began in 1891, and the sediments from the islands were 

deposited on Pettys Island to reshape its turf 
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by 1897, both islands were gone because islands are migrants, who dream visas without voices 

 

Utopia 

so to speak 

 

Question: can we build on the idea of the planetary, an Earth, based on the island alone?  

 

answer: maybe? 

 

let’s call it Urf 

 

It was research on these local phantoms that landed me, so to speak, on Pettys Island, a small 

slice of land between Philadelphia and Camden  

  

here’s a story:  

 

the Lenni Lenape called the area around the island Sakimauchheen Ing  

 

the British called the island proper Shackamaxon 

 

the Swedes called it Aequikenaska 

 

the Anglo-Americans called it Treaty Island 

 

the Government called it Pettys Island 

 

the island’s historian barks another name in a language I cannot hear 

 

my Polaroids become objects for dreaming islands, which mouth their own names 

  

What we know is that the oil company Cities Service purchased this island in 1916 

 

we know Cities Service had a refinery and tank farm, which raised Camden’s profile as an oil 

supplier 

 

we know a coal yard on the southern tip served PECO until the Great Depression 

 

we know Cities Service gained full property rights to the island by 1953 

 

Cities Service was rebranded as Citgo in 1965, 

 

a foreign country between two US cities, 

 

despite reports, there are no bald eagles on the island 

 

but if there were, they’d be Venezuelan 

 

the historian ignores this fact 
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he tells us we can step onto the shore 

 

“Watch the rocks, they’re slippery,” he says 

 

the tide is low, the path toward the waterline is an area where the grass recoils 

 

in such traces, I lung with ash, 

 

ambulate with love and venom, 

 

“Walk sideways,” the historian says 

 

I walk sideways 

 

down the path like a crab onto the greasy shore, overlooking at the Delaware Oil Plant on the 

Philadelphian side  

 

I haven’t seen the plant’s waterside facade before  

 

it’s hard to see at this distance,  

 

I shoot a couple of pictures and a few more of the beach without capturing any detail  

 

history lacks resolution anyway 

 

the clouds like ears of corn 

 

this island, the roughness of fly wings,  

 

they brought enslaved peoples to the island to avoid import taxes 

 

the historian calls them slaves 

 

I say nothing 

 

everyone agrees that Philadelphia hasn’t confronted its role in the trade of human beings  

 

everyone is white  

 

I crush stones and dirt against the film, imprinting texture upon surface  

 

I think why poetry: 

 

fly wings will do  
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the algae on the rocks had created an illusion of a land bridge 

 

 

Here’s a story: 

 

Act one. Rising seas destroy Pasifika atolls  

 

Act two. Islanders migrate to the United States, New Zealand, and Australia. They are refused 

assistance since international law doesn’t recognise the status of climate change refugees  

 

some are deported. To where? 

 

Act three. An island dreams of urf  
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